CAPABILITY STATEMENT

Economically Disadvantaged Women-Owned Small Business (EDWOSB)
WBENC Certified*

DUNS 968277918  CAGE 6FTH1  FEIN 45-2625234
COMPANY SIZE
SMB - Less than 20 Employees

ABOUT MAZDA COMPUTING

We design, build and service custom Intel and AMD Servers, Workstations, Storage, Clusters, and High Performance Computing (HPC) Solutions. As a System Integrator, we work diligently with our customers to build solutions that meet their unique requirements and provide support from start to finish.

In 2018, we celebrated our 11 Year Anniversary as an Intel Channel Platinum Partner and 3rd Year as an Intel HPC Specialist, this exemplifies our commitment to excellence.

"Making our customers successful and valued is our passion." CEO – Stacey Nixon

CORE COMPETENCIES

- Windows Servers
- Linux Servers
- High Performance Computing (HPC)
- GPU Servers
- Storage (NAS/SAN/All Flash/Hyperconverged)
- Object Storage
- Workstations
- Networking
- Cloud Services
- Network Racks and Server Cabinets
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PAST PERFORMANCE

Lawrence Livermore National Lab
Los Alamos National Lab
USGS Albuquerque Seismological Lab
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms
Department of Defense
U.S. National Security Agency
Naval Surface Warfare Center
CDC
NOAA
SPAWAR
State of New Mexico
Stanford University
Cal State Monterey Bay
UC Davis
UC San Diego
and many more

SJ Office: 2526 Qume Dr Ste 22 San Jose, CA 95131
NM Office: 1451 Innovation Pkwy SE Ste 400 Albuquerque, NM 87123
www.mazdacomputing.com  Office: (408) SERVER-8  Fax: (510) 405-8988  shawn@mazdacomputing.com

NAICS CODES
334111  423430
334112  541511

CURRENT CONTRACTS

Sandia National Labs
Just-In-Time Contract#2003073
Custom Intel & AMD Servers, Storage, Networking, Peripherals and other Tier 2 Data Center Products

NASA BPA Agreement
Ames Research Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
IT Hardware and Software
HPC Servers, Storage and Networking